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CHINA DEFEATED - WORLD UNITES
God-President Cthulhu calls forth Yog-Sothoth; sacrifices continue

Black
magic
markets
boom

Glow clouds descend
on multiple cities
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RESIDENT CTHULHU
accepted the surrender of
China’s President Xi Jinping
last night after he personally
appeared alongside American
troops at the Battle of Beijing and
ended the 2 month old world war.
The last holdout in America’s
rapid conquest of the planet,
China had been a thorn in the side
of the military for weeks. China,
having
manufactured
many
critical parts of our war machinery, had been able to disable the
majority of our advanced units leading to slow U.S. progress
using more traditional and supernatural forces.
“Cthulhu is certainly displeased
with the lack of courtesy shown to
him - and the rest of the world - by
the Chinese leadership in not
accepting their inevitable absorbtion and inclusion into the American republic,” related Press Secretary Samir al-Azred last week.
A stand down order was sent to
U.S. High command last night at
11:42 PM local time. The forces
assaulting the Chinese stronghold
of Beijing slowly retreated.
Appearing in his true form, the
high priest of the elder gods,
Dread Cthulhu, ripped the souls
from 10 million city inhabitants
and summoning the entity known
as Yog-Sothoth to our world.
General Bruce Smallwood, who
witnessed
the
entire
event
(despite orders not to), said it was
“ph'nglui
mglw'nafh
Cthulhu
ronog kadishtu lloig
ooboshu
goka vulgtlagln syha'h h'bug f'ron
wgah'nagl. Hafh'drnnyth throd
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cilyaa ooboshu.” General Smallwood is currently recovering at the
newly-opened VA Sanitarium in
Clemson, North Dakota.
Yog-Sothoth, who is also
known as 'Umr at-Tawil and the
Eater of Souls, is currently hovering over Hong Kong. The city’s 8
million inhabitants swelled to 10
million during the military action.
Now the cries of those within the
metropolis can be heard for miles.

Millions of cultists assembled
around the Tidal Basin on the
Mall in Washington D.C. to
celebrate the victory. Their cries,
shouts and ululations echoed off
the enormous form of our President, who has taken to sitting in
the Basin rather than the ruins of
the White House. The worthy
among the cultists are scooped up
in his tentacles and eaten to
riotous (and oft-times jealous)

cheers. “It’s exciting to be part of
such history making. Real big
changes. The kind of thing we’d
would never get from Hillary. Now
I’m a Medieval Metaphysics major
tuition free,” shouted cult
initiate Zaira Murillo over the din
of the celebration that was quickly
evolving into a rave-orgy.
However, not everyone was
happy with Cthulhu’s victory.
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In the news

‘Brain Bugs’ hot new drug of choice in Britain

Kochs lament
immortality

‘There is
absolutely
nothing like
being melded
to a Shan’

WICHITA, Kansas — Noted
tychoons Charles and David
Koch escaped being placed on
the Eat Last list only by accepting the offer of local cult
leaders to be injected with an
“Immortality Serum.”
What they didn’t know is
that the experimental mutagen
did confer immortality, but
only through rewriting DNA transforming the subject into a
amphibious
fish-frog-like
being known as a Deep One.
Unhappy with the outcome
they threatened to sue.
However, with the collapse of
the world markets this week,
the Kochs brothers now are
just common monsters instead
of exceptionally wealthy ones.

Cthulhu on Nobel
prize short list
IT’S NOT WORLD peace, at
least not yet. But Nobelwatchers were abuzz with
speculation that President
Cthulhu might be on the short
list for the coveted 2017
peace prize when awards are
announced in October. His
feat? Finally realizing the
dream of many to conquer the
world. With the fall of China,
there is little doubt who the
recipient of this year’s award
will be.

Editor’s note
This is Cthulhu’s America. What
you read on this page is what might
happen if the Dread Lord can put
his ideas into practice, his words
into action. Many Americans might
find this vision apalling, but the
Globe’s editorial board finds it
deeply appealling. Read our editorial on Page K2 for more on the
wonders of Cthulhu’s vision.

— FORMER U.K.
PRIME MINISTER
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HE DRUG WAR IS OVER and people
are looking for the next big hit. Denizens
in the Severn Estuary of western England
may have found it. With the global dominance of
President Cthulhu, a colony of illegal alien
refugees have stepped out from the shadows.
Hidden from human eyes since the Middle Ages,
the Shan (as they call themselves) have the ability
to merge with a human brain. The sensation is
reportedly a unique rush as the Shan manipulates
the host’s brain to produce a wide array of chemical reactions.

Human sacrifice
now legal; planar
incursions increase

“My boyfriend got a Shan on his brain and he
was a wild shag for days. Then he started getting,
a little too much. Into cutting and blood and
stuff,” related Cerys Ward. “I took a cricket bat to
his head.”
The Center for Disease Control released this
statement: “The insects from Shaggai have much
to teach humanity in leaving behind their archaic
ideas of morality. There is no harm in merging
with a Shan, but the process is smoother for those
who do not cling to the artificies of the past that
may provoke the alien.”
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The effects have been appropriately horrendous as inexperienced people attemped to call
forth dark forces from beyond by
stabbing their neighbors.
Once the Cthulhu administration released unexpurgated ritual
summoning texts (held hostage
by the Libarary of Congress and
institutions like Miskatonic State
University) a surprising many
were successful. Which lead to
many angry entities being
unleashed in unuspecting and
unprepared communities.
On the outskirts of Mobile,
Alabama, surviving residents
have been harassed by a
dragon-like winged monstrosity
called a shantak. “Damn things
damn near took my leg off,”
related local hunter ‘Scruffy’
Tabor. “Worse is, bullets don’t
work none on it.”
Detriot, long an economic
wasteland, is now roamed by
packs of ‘Dimensional Shamblers’ said to be under the control
of sorceress Thoko Afolayan.
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One industry not in decline is
the construction sector - with
Bechtel, VINCI and Hyundai
providing the majority of slave
labor management to numerous
non-Euclidean projects ordered by
Cthulhu. All projects remain on
target despite attrition from the
insanity-inspiring geometry.
The new major market that is
truly booming, one most corporations have been unable to
penetrate; the rapid rise in occult
paraphernalia sales as millions join
Cthulhu Cults to work the sacrificial network of ziggurauts built
across the globe.
Because these items have to be
hand-crafted and ensorceled, small
local shops have sprung up around
the human enclaves in every city.
“Its amazing how quickly people
have been to trade in guns for a
runed sacrificial knife or an
alchemical potion,” said Wendy
Tobin owner of a smithy and
alchemical works in Maine.
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Inside
NASA engineers celebrated
destruction of small meteor
alongside Mi-Go masters
with synchronized brain
cylinder light show. T3

Suburbia overrun by shamblers
CTHULHU-CONTROLLED Congress
passed the human
sacrifice legalization act in late
January, which Cthulhu promptly signed into law. The legislation,
a fulfillment of a Cthulhu
campaign promise, brought full
religious liberty rights to all
Americans. Millions of U.S.
citizens from the original 50
states to all conquered lands
joined, or formed their own, cults
of Cthulhu to participate.
Hundreds of the country’s top
religious groups called the law “a
mockery of faith and the separation of Church and State,” temporarily eliciting public laughter
before being dragged atop hastily
assembled sacrificial altars.
“It is long past time to bring
back the Old Ways. For too long
humanity denied their nature
constructing an elaborate ruse to
‘protect’ temselves from the truth
of the universe. That ends today,”
God-President Cthulhu said as he
signed the act into law.

ORLDWIDE STOCKS
collapsed Friday,
completing the demise
of the economic experiment as
companies struggle to adapt to
the massive changes wrought by
Cthulhu’s victory last November.
Markets from the Dow to the
FTSE to the Nikkei had been
erratic and unreliable for weeks
as all major multinationals were
stripped of their executive tier
and faced a global leadership now
indifferent to their plight.
While many are staying afloat
by taking advantage of their
contacts in the U.S.’ newly
acquired states, their long-term
outlook is as bleak as humanity’s.
“I actually wish Trump won.
Losing $58 billion in a trade war
is preferable to being shunned by
a president who doesn’t care
about my third mansion,” said
Ronald Maxis, new CEO of The
Blackstone Group.
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Editorial and staff members of the Washington Post
fleeing the cannibalistic onslaught
of Zombie Reagan
PRESIDENT CTHULHU, who
has long had an axe to grind
with the Washington Post,
unleashed Zombie Reagan
on their offices early
Saturday morning.
Resurrected as a
campaign promise to
Republican voters,
Zombie Reagan has
been the perfect attack
dog for Cthulhu against a
media establishment still
reeling from the loss of their
preferred candidates to a being
that barely registered on their
Beltway-addled minds
mere months ago.

N. American West Coast still
recovering from earthquakes
and tidal waves from emergence of R’lyeh. China’s surrender credited in part to devastation wrought by the
new continent. T6
Heavy spring snow closes
Politician/CEO display Those Who
are to be Eaten Last will again
dangle over the Mall in less
inclement weather. T7

Oklahoma disappears into
giant sinkhole exposing
realm of Xinaián to outer world;
inhabitants petition for rights
to harvest “found flesh.” T8

Internet of Eldritch Things
when true copies of the Necronomicon, etc. were uploaded,
millions of devices became “infected” by spirits. FCC announced a fix, so Candy Crush may
not be fatal anymore. T9

